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Again, good morning and welcome back faculty.  This will be the third time I have had the privilege of sharing the state of the college with the campus community.  It is hard to believe how quickly time has gone by and how things have changed.  But one thing hasn’t changed, and that is my sincere gratitude for being part of a great institution and a wonderful community.  Before I begin my formal remarks, I would like to recognize some distinguished guest we have in attendance with us today.  From our Board of Trustees:Board Chair, Carol MerrellBrenda LyttleDr. Kevin KiltyBill DuboisFrom our Foundation Board of Directors:Board President George McilvaineTom BassAnn RedmondKathy MawfordCindy PomeroyThe Mayor of Cheyenne, the Honorable Rick KaysenFrom our legislative delegationSenator Fred Emerich – good luck in the primary tomorrow Senator EmerichSenator Floyd EsquibelFrom The University of WyomingDr. David Jones, Interim Associate Provost for Academic PersonnelThank you all for attending.  



State of our Budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As in previous years, I like to begin with the state of our finances.  



State Funding Perspective 

Source: WCCC Biennial Budgets 

* First biennium  to implement new funding model resulting from Blue Ribbon Task Force and HB114 in 2009.  Standard Budget funding in 11/12 Biennium was set to cover expenditures (in current 
dollars) for the 2004/2005 enrolment and operations of community colleges.  Enrollment growth was not funded fully even in the first biennium of the new model. 
** State aid to Community Colleges (less Retiree Health Insurance) in 15/16 Biennium 
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Most of you are aware we receive a biennial budget allocation beginning July 1 after the Legislatures budget sessions.  Thus, we have just began a new biennium.  Our funding for this biennium is a mixture of blessing and complexity.  One of the issues that has impacted the community colleges in Wyoming is the aspect of our funding focused on enrollment growth.  These funds have historically been treated as one-time money, not part of our standard budget,  and yet never fully funded for the actual enrollment growth witnessed by the community colleges. As you can see on this chart, we were fortunate to have great support in our legislature to fund $14.3 million in enrollment growth funds for the community colleges.  Our struggle comes with the fact that we saw a $5.6 million decrease in our standard budget.  In short, we have more funding in the one-time, unstable component of our budget and less funding in our stable funding, which makes planning and programming for the long term a difficult task.  



FY15 Budget – Funding 
• Legislative/State Funding 

– $5.6M Reduction in Standard Budget Aid to the CC’s 
– $14.3 Million Enrollment Growth Funds  

• $1.5 Million for LCCC ($3 Million for Biennium) 
• Based on Performance (Class Completions) - LCCC has 21.5% 

– $439K for Salary and Retirement Increases 

• WCCC  
– 5% Tuition Increase (~$300K in FY15) 
– $862,642 Allocation of State Aid from Formula 

• Increase in funding a result of a recalibration of the model 
• 15% (up from 10%) of variable funding based on performance 

• Local Valuation Estimated to be Up 
– Estimated to be up slightly = $246,775 in FY15 
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Breaking down our funding a bit more, LCCC receives about $1.5 million each year of the enrollment growth funds.  These funds though are allocated based on performance, in this case the positive course completions.  LCCC has 21.5% of all of the positive course completions in Wyoming.  We also received $439,000 for salary and retirement increases.  At the Wyoming Community College Commission level, the Commission enacted a 5% tuition increase that takes effect this fall.  That equates to approximately $300,000 in additional tuition revenue for this fiscal year.  Fortunately for LCCC, as a result of the recalibration of the funding formula, we will receive about $862,000 more in state funding.  This amount also includes increased funding based on performance, or in this case course completion percentages.  Last, we are estimating the local tax valuation to be up, resulting in about an additional $246,000 in local revenue.



FY14 Budget - Investments 

• Funds Available = $3.3 Million 
– $1.5 Million treated as one-time-only funding 
– $1.8 Million to ongoing needs 

• Employee Compensation = $851,718 
– 2.5% COLA/Salary Increase = $433,990 
– Increased Employee Retirement = $174,279 
– Market Adjustments and Educational Advancements = $211,449 
– Short-Term Disability Insurance = $32,000  

• Increasing Financial Assistance 
– $202,000 increase in need-base financial aid 
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For this year then we will have about $3.3 million new dollars to invest, with a little less than a half to be treated as one-time-only funding, and the remainder going to ongoing needs.  Of this, nearly a million dollars will go into employee compensation of some sort, including a 2.5% salary increase, increased employee retirement, and market adjustments.  I am also very pleased to let you know that beginning in January with benefits enrollment, the College will be providing short-term disability insurance for all of our employees.  This will help us provide a benefit that was far to cost prohibitive for individual employees to purchase themselves.  We will also be directing the majority of the revenue from the tuition increase into new, need-based scholarships and grant programs for our students.  



FY14 Budget - Investments 
• Investments that Impact Students Most 

– 66.27% Investment in instruction, student services, 
academic support, and scholarships (target is 70%) 

– $365,110 in Instruction and Academic Support 
– $249,200 in Student Services (includes Aid programs) 

• Other Investments 
– $750,000 in One Time Only Requests (e.g., equipment) 
– $200,000 for Continuation of Innovation Funds Program 
– $500,000 for Facilities Maintenance 
– $75,000 in LCCC Leadership Development 
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We continue the trend to put our money where it impacts students the most.  This year we again increased the amount of our investment in the combined areas of instruction, student services, academic support and scholarships, reaching over 66% of our budget.  We still have room to go as our target is 70%.    Other investments included $750,00 in one-time-only requests, primarily equipment.  $200,000 for the continuation of our successful innovation funds program.  $500,000 for facilities maintenance to cover major maintenance projects we may no longer be allowed to cover with legislative funding.  And finally, $75,000 for leadership and professional development.  



State of our Enrollment 
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I would like to now talk a bit about the state of our enrollment.  



Historical Enrollment @ LCCC 

= denotes US recessionary period. 
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This graph depicts the College’s historical enrollment since 1969. While our overall enrollment is still up in this decade, we have continued to witness a decline in both headcount and FTE.  Also overlaid on the graph are major recession periods in the US. Like the nation overall, as we see the positive impacts of coming out of a recession, higher education witnesses a decline in overall enrollment as individuals choose to enter or re-enter the workforce.  What we are witnessing is a similarity in the intensity of recessions with the 1974, 1982, and 2009 recessions causing enrollment increases followed by enrollment declines as the nation recovered.  



Unemployment in Wyoming 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics  
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We see some of the recovery playing out here in Wyoming.  This graph depicts the estimated unemployment rates during the recession in Wyoming and Cheyenne (and Montana).  While Wyoming has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the nation, Cheyenne’s is even lower. Historically, there is a direct correlation with increases or decreases in unemployment rates and enrollments in higher education.  Regardless of the details, our enrollment has been in the decline for the past few years, yet as in the past, we believe it will turn around. Unfortunately this is not a trend unique to LCCC, it is one happening across Wyoming as well as the nation. 



WY High School Graduates 

*Source:  WICHE, 8th edition of Knocking at the College Door, available at www.wiche.edu/knocking-8th.  
**Source: Wyoming Department of Education Data Management and Education Statistics 

Production of High School Graduates* 

LCCC’s Service Area = 20% of all of WY’s K12 Enrollments* 
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And there is some indication that it will.  Since the Spring of 2012, Wyoming has been in a deep trough of decreasing high school graduates.  It is not anticipated that we will see 2012 levels of high school graduates until this spring or the spring of 2016.  However, from there Wyoming will be one of the few states that will witness a sharp increase in our high school populations as well as graduates.  Bringing this more closely to the College, LCCC’s service area accounts for approximately 20% of all of Wyoming’s K12 enrollments.  So we know we’ll see a large portion of the increased high school graduates right here in our neighborhood.  

http://www.wiche.edu/knocking-8th


Target:  WY Adults 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 American Community Survey 

Wyoming has nearly 85,000 adults with some college, but no degree. 

27.52% 
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There are also some areas for strategic focus to engage more students at LCCC.  One of these is the large numbers of adults in Wyoming who have began pursuing a college credential but never received one.  As of 2012, it was estimated that nearly 85,000 adults in Wyoming, or nearly 28% of our adult population, has some college but no degree.  These individuals are a primary group to be encouraged to re-engage in higher education.  Doing that though will require a willing shift in our approaches to serving adults with life commitments not often found in our traditional aged students.  



State of our Effectiveness 
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I want to shift gears now and talk about the state of our effectiveness as a community college.  



Measuring Effectiveness 

A. Student Participation 
and Achievement 

B. Academic Preparation 

C. Transfer Preparation 

D. Workforce 
Development 

E. Community 
Development 

F. Instructional 
Productivity 

G. Fiscal Stewardship 

H. College Affordability 

I. Campus Climate 
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Last year, we released the first institutional report card for LCCC.  Our report card is based on a series of measures used to assess our effectiveness and efficiency in nine distinct areas. Student Participation and AchievementAcademic PreparationTransfer PreparationWorkforce DevelopmentCommunity DevelopmentFiscal StewardshipCollege AffordabilityCampus ClimateThe report card is intended to help us focus on continuous improvement as an institution.  The grades we are given are based on our past performance, our ability to attain continuous improvement goals, and in many cases national or peer benchmarks.  But overall, the grades are relevant to our own performance and nobody else, and they are intended to help us focus our energy on the places we need to improve.  



A. Student Participation & Achievement 

Grade =  

Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

A.1.a 12 Month Unduplicated Headcount 7,163 D 

A.1.b Annualized FTE 3,798 C 

A.2.a Regional Market Penetration - Credit Enrollment 4.06% D 

A.2.b Regional Market Penetration - Non-Credit Enrollment 2.37% C 

A.3.a Fall-to-fall Persistence - Full-time IPEDS cohort 52.89% C 

A.3.b Fall-to-fall Persistence - Part-time IPEDS cohort 25.23% C 

A.4.a Graduation Rate - Full-time IPEDS Cohort (150%) 25.42% A 

A.4.b Graduation Rate - Part-time IPEDS Cohort (150%) 0.00% C 

A.5 Achievement of LCCC Institutional Competencies 71.27% First 
Year N/A 

A.6 Student Goal Attainment 93.69% B 

A.7 Enrollee Success Rate 75.00% A 
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Lets begin with student participation and achievement.  Not surprisingly, given the state of our student enrollment, we have seen some declines in our grades with regard to enrollment and market penetration.  In fact, you will see in many measures in our report card are driven by enrollment or FTE, and thus were negatively impacted this past year.  Persistence or retention rates are fairly similar.  Where we see some very big improvements is in student achievement in areas like the graduate rate of our full time students, student goal attainment, and our enrollee success rates.  In fact, for the past two years in a row we have seen significant increases in the rates at which our students are successfully completing their courses.  This is an incredible gain in something we do have control over within this group of measures, and all of us, especially you faculty, should be proud of that improvement.  



B. Academic Preparation 
Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

B.1.a Enrollment in Wyoming High School Equivalency Program 435 C 

B.1.b Percent Who Attain  a High School Equivalency Credential 34.48% C 

B.1.c Percent Who Matriculate to a College/University within One 
Year 17.28% C 

B.2.a Enrollment in Concurrent/Dual Enrollment Program 1,018 F 

B.2.b Percent Who Matriculate to a College/University within One 
Year 77.33% F 

B.3.a Success in Developmental Coursework - Math 60.27% B 

B.3.b Success in Developmental Coursework - Writing 59.77% C 

B.4.a Subsequent Success of Developmental Students - College-level 
Math 50.00% D 

B.4.b Subsequent Success of Developmental Students - College-level 
Writing 74.19% C 

Grade =  
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Academic preparation is an areas of measures that look at how well we prepare students to be successful in College or beyond secondary school.  Unfortunately, we saw decreases in nearly every one of these grades this past year.  Some of them, like participation in concurrent/dual enrollment programs, are also a reflection of the dip in high school students.  Our efforts in developmental coursework, and student success after developmental coursework also struggled.  The one bright spot here is the increase in the success of our students in developmental mathematics coursework.  As you have heard me comment in the past, this is an area we needed to make some significant improvements, and I am thoroughly pleased to see it taking shape.  Our overall grade here remains a C.  



C. Transfer Preparation 
Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

C.1.a Number of Students Enrolled in Transfer Programs 
(Annualized Headcount) 2,547  B 

C.1.b Annualized FTE Enrollment in Transfer Programs 2,091.11  B 

C.2.a Transfer Degrees Awarded 343 B 

C.2.b Transfer Degrees per 100 FTE 16.4 B 

C.3 University Matriculation Rate 30.77% A 

C.4.a Success After Transfer - First Fall GPA for Students 
Transferring to UW 2.71 B 

C.4.b Success After Transfer - Students Earning Degrees within Four 
Years 50.6% D 

Grade =  
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We are doing better in many measures that make up our Transfer Preparation indicator group.  This is one area where enrollments in transfer programs have improved, as well as the numbers of transfer degrees awarded.  And the rate which our students in transfer programs actually transfer is at a five-year high giving us the single A grade in this group.  



D. Workforce Development 

Grade =  

Measure Description Current 
result Grade Trend 

D.1.a Number of Students Enrolled in Credit Workforce (CTE) 
Programs (Annualized Headcount) 1,325  C 

D.1.b Annualized FTE Enrollment in Workforce (CTE) Programs 1,136.92  F 

D.1.c Total Enrollment in Non-Credit Workforce Courses (Duplicated) 2951 B 

D.2.a Workforce (CTE) Degrees Awarded 447 A 

D.2.b Workforce (CTE) Degrees per 100 FTE 39.32 A 

D.3 In-field Job Placement Rate 77.50% A 

D.4 Employer Satisfaction n/a   

D.5 Licensure/Certification Pass Rate 95.45% A 
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In the Workforce Development grouping of measures we have mixed results.  Again, enrollment has dropped, with FTE significantly.  Yet our success in getting students to their credential, passing license or certification exams, and finding a job in their field has increased, in some cases significantly.  This is truly good news and a reflection of the efforts to help more students successfully complete a college credential.  Again, had enrollment held stable, this group would have easily been an A grade versus the B we received for this year.  



E. Community Development 

Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

E.1.a Number of Customized Training Programs Offered    37 B 

E.1.b Number of Businesses Served 166 B 

E.1.c Total Participation in Customized Training Programs 1,671  C 

E.2 Total Participation in Non-Credit Life Enrichment Courses 3,188 B 

E.3.a Community Market Penetration - Cultural Activities 12.61% A 

E.3.b Community Market Penetration - Public Meetings 69.09% B 

E.3.c Community Market Penetration - Sporting Events 6.26% B 

Grade =  
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Community Development measures the way in which we engage the community in enrichment and business training activities.  While we had a few changes in some areas, overall our grade and performance remains relatively similar to last year.  A bright spot is our increase in the percent of our community (market) that participated in cultural events last year.  



F. Instructional Productivity 

Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

F.1.a Average Credits to Completion* 56.22 A 

F.1.b Average Time to Completion* 4.89 F 

F.2 FTE Student to FTE Faculty Ratio* 14.27 A 

F.3.a Percent of Sections Taught by Full-time Faculty 57.17% B 

F.3.b Percent of Credits Taught by Full-time Faculty 57.69% B 

F.4 Average Credit Section Fill Rate 70.1% A 

Grade =  

* For these measures, lower values indicate better performance and are therefore assigned higher grades. 
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Now we shift to our efficiency measures.  The first group focuses on instructional productivity.  We have continued good performance in this group, with the average credits students take to complete their credential decreasing (those measures followed by an asterisk are lower values and indicate better performance).  We are keeping good student to faculty ratio – not too high as to lose the small class size community colleges are known for, but not too small as to be inefficient.  Full-time faculty continue to teach the majority of our sections and our credits.  And we witnessed a higher average fill rate within our course sections.  The one downside in this measure group is the average time to completion, which actually increased.  Of this cohort of completers, on average it took them nearly five years to complete their credential.  We’ll examine and watch that measure a bit more as it may be a function of this specific group of students who where in this cohort.  



G. Fiscal Stewardship 

Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

G.1 Core Expenditures per FTE*  $13,415  D 

G.2 Core Expenditures per Completion*  $80,843.60  C 

G.3.a Expenditures in Instruction (as a Percent of Total Core 
Expenditures) 45.25% B 

G.3.b Expenditures in Instruction, Academic Support, and Student 
Services (as a Percent of Total Core Expenditures) 63.74% B 

Grade =  

* For these measures, lower values indicate better performance and are therefore assigned higher grades. 
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The fiscal stewardship group looks at how well we leverage our resources to help students complete their educational goal.  This, too, is a tale of “good news” and “bad news” with some measures improving and some not.  The first one, expenditures per FTE increased again primarily as a result of enrollment declines.  Expenditures per completion held fairly steady for a grade, although decreased slightly (which is a good thing).  The bright spots though are the improved grades in the percent of our total expenditures that went to the areas that impact students the most.  Overall, this grade improved from a D last year to a C.  



H. College Affordability 

Measure Description Current result Grade Trend 

H.1.a Tuition and Fees - Wyoming Residents*  $2,736  C 

H.1.b Net Price of Attendance*  $7,464  D 

H.2.a Number of Private Donors to the LCCC Foundation 536 D 

H.2.b Total Donations to the LCCC Foundation  $390,366.50  F 

H.3.a Number of Students Receiving Privately Funded Aid 493 B 

H.3.b Total Privately Funded Aid Awarded  $620,202.64  B 

Grade =  

* For these measures, lower values indicate better performance and are therefore assigned higher grades. 
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The next efficiency group looks at College Affordability.  We again have mixed results here, but some are easily explainable.  Those areas pertaining to the LCCC Foundation don’t tell the entire story.  While we did see some significant declines in the number of donors and total donations, there are valid reasons. First, as we all know, our Foundation was heavily involved in helping us successfully pass a $25 million bond election.  Those efforts necessitated some redirection of energy form traditional fundraising.  That $25 million is not included in here anywhere.  Second, many of our donors and gifts were waiting in the queue pending additional matching funds from the legislature.  With our good friends in the legislature passing legislation that appropriated new matching funds to LCCC, I can tell you we’ll see a significant increase in both of these areas next year.  We are fortunate though that our students continue to receive a significant dollar amount in scholarships as well as a significant number of scholarships through the efforts of the LCCC Foundation.  



I. Campus Climate 
Measure Description Current 

Result Grade Trend 

I.1.a Graduate Satisfaction (Graduate Survey) 89.24% A 

I.1.b Current Student Satisfaction (CCSSE Items) **  19.06% B 

I.2.a CCSSE Benchmark - Active and Collaborative Learning (average 
response on related items) **  2.18 C 

I.2.b CCSSE Benchmark - Student Effort (average response on related 
items) **  2.42 C 

I.2.c CCSSE Benchmark - Academic Challenge (average response on 
related items) **  2.52 B 

I.2.d CCSSE Benchmark - Student-Faculty Interaction (average 
response on related items) **  2.37 B 

I.2.e CCSSE Benchmark - Support for Learners (average response on 
related items) **  2.37 B 

I.3 Employee Satisfaction 2.68 C 

I.4.a Rate of Employee Grievances* 1.56% C 

I.4.b Rate of Employee Complaints* 0.96% C 

I.5.a Employee Retirement Rate* 1.93% B 

1.5.b Employee Departure Rate* 12.67% F 

Grade =  

* For these measures, lower values indicate better performance and are therefore assigned higher grades. 
** CCSSE is administered in the spring of odd-numbered years, thus results are the same as the 2012-13 KPI report card. 
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Our last measurement group for our efficiency indicators pertains to campus climate.  We did very well with student satisfaction, a true indicator of how we never lose sight of serving our students first, even while we struggle as an institution.  We also measure a variety of benchmarks on student engagement, and all of those remain unchanged for this report card as we only conduct that survey in the odd-numbered years.  I won’t overshadow the fact that we struggled this past year with the campus climate for our employees.  The types of structural changes we experienced impacted many of us in different ways, and the results suggest just average grades for employee satisfaction, grievances and complaints.  Our lone F grade in this group is based on he employee departure rate, which was significantly higher last year than it has been in years past at the institution.  There are many stories behind each and every one of these departures, and we are examining them all.  This type of outcome is not surprising given the changes we have experienced. However, this is a trend we do not wish to continue.  



Our Overall Grade =  

* Aggregate score for 2013/2014 was a 2.44. 
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So again this year I am reporting our overall institutional grade as a C.  But, I have to stress that we missed improvement to a B grade by a very narrow margin.  Had our enrollment held, or had we witnessed improvement in just a few other measures, we would have easily been there.  That is our goal for next year.  



State of our Future 
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That is how we performed in the past.  Now I want to focus on how our actions are influencing our future.  



A Vision for LCCC 
In the future… we are individuals united for a single 

purpose - to transform our students’ lives. Our nationally 
recognized, entrepreneurial, and innovative programs and 

services help students become the most sought after 
individuals.  We develop world-class instructors. We are 

relentless in the use of evidence to make decisions that 
responsibly and efficiently allocate resources, drive 

instruction, and create an environment of adaptability and 
productivity.  Every individual has the freedom to innovate 
and take informed risks based on promising practices and 
creative ideas.  We fail fast and learn from that failure as 

much as from our success.  Clear academic pathways, high-
touch services, and engaged employees are the bedrock of 

our students’ success. We drive collaboration throughout the 
community to ensure the success of all students who come to 

LCCC. We are changing the world of higher education by 
facing seemingly impossible challenges head-on. 
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It seems the best place to examine what we want for our future is within the vision we have set for it.  I won’t read the vision statement for you – it is in the strategic plan you will find at this link http://www.lccc.wy.edu/about/president/ourFuture.



A Vision for LCCC 
• Programs and services are nationally recognized, 

entrepreneurial and innovative. 
• World-class community college faculty 
• We use evidence to inform our actions 
• Environment of adaptability and productivity 
• Freedom to innovate and take informed risks 
• Clear academic pathways 
• High-touch services for students 
• Engaged employees 
• We drive collaboration in all our work. 
• We face seemingly impossible challenges head-on. 
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But I would like to break it down some into more simple and focused elements.  Our vision suggests that in the future at LCCC our: 



LCCC Strategic Plan 
Four Goals: 
1. Increase the number of students earning high-

value credentials by reinventing the College’s 
programs and services. 

2. Strengthen relationships and connections with key 
community partners to improve student 
transitions between educational entities and the 
workforce. 

3. Establish a climate of trust, an effective, efficient 
and entrepreneurial workforce, and a culture of 
continuous improvement.  

4. Transform the College’s physical environment into 
a vibrant and appealing place. 
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That vision drove the creation of our strategic plan.  Within the plan, we have four over-arching goals.  They are goals to:Increase the number of students earning high-value credentials by reinventing the College’s programs and services.Strengthen relationships and connections with key community partners to improve student transitions between educational entities and the workforce.Establish a climate of trust, an effective, efficient and entrepreneurial workforce, and a culture of continuous improvement. Transform the College’s physical environment into a vibrant and appealing place.



Goal #1: Completion Agenda 
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This past year, the Board of Trustees at LCCC, as with the Boards of the other Wyoming community colleges, have committed to increasing college completions by a goal of five percent each year through 2022.  



Goal #1: Completion Agenda 
Key Contributors: 
 Program Completions 1 Year % Change 10 Year Max? 

History 8 300% Yes! 

Automotive Technology 19 217% Yes! 

Business Management  16 167% Yes! 

EMS Paramedics 12 140% Yes! 

Wind Energy Options 28 115% Yes! 

Diesel Technology 15 114% 

Agriculture Options 16 100% Yes! 

Physical Therapist Assistant 20 43% Yes! 

Business Administration 16 33% 

Psychology 26 24% Yes! 

Education Options 71 22% Yes! 

Criminal Justice Options 18 20% Yes! 



Goal#1: Completion Agenda 
Strategies 
• Implement high-impact student engagement practices 

– Example:  New Student Orientation 
– Example: COLS 1000 Student Success Course 

• Clear academic pathways 
– Example: Business Administration and Finance 
– Example: English Redesign and Math’s Statway 

• Reinvent general education 
– Example: New General Education Program 

• Redesign scholarship and aid programs 
– Example: Implementation of Need-Based Aid Programs 

Presenter
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Our first goal is probably the most ambitious as are its accompanying strategies.  But we have made some big progress this past year.  We set out to implement proven, high-impact practices that engage students.  This past spring we launched a new mandatory orientation program.  I want to thank our new Director of Admissions Sarah Hannes, Josh Nighswonger, and our other great folks in the admissions department for putting together an orientation program based on national research and practice.  This fall we are also implementing another proven, high-impact practice in our newest version of the freshman seminar – COLS 1000.  Student success courses that provide opportunities for students to learn about the resources available to them at the College, how to navigate our environment, build relationships, develop career and academic plans, and build student success skills, all contribute to higher levels of student success. The development of this course, being implemented for the first time this fall, was truly a campus-wide effort.  I want to thank the entire committee who led this effort: John Sanford, chair; Nate Huseman, Paula Badgett, Laura Grow, Karen Lange, Jeri Griego, Rhonda Priest, Chrissy Renfro, Danielle Saulsberry, Nycole Courtney and everyone else who contributed. As our vision statement guides us, we also began the process of developing clear academic pathways and reforming our curriculum so it is designed to help student achieve their academic milestones and ultimate goals.  No faculty has embraced this concept more than our Business faculty, especially Jeff Shmidl.  Early on in this process Jeff helped lead the faculty through a review and redesign of the Business Administration and Finance programs to build a clear academic pathway for students pursuing their degree.  Our efforts have also been focused on helping students move through coursework to help them become college-ready more successfully, and more quickly.  Few projects have impressed me more this past year than the work associated with the redesign of our developmental English curriculum.  Under the leadership of Arshi Nisley, a group of committed faculty and staff, including Nicole Bryant, Laura Grow, Nate Huseman, Alli McCown, and Liz Jackson researched best practices in developmental education, visited some of the most promising programs across the nation, and have launched a plan for programming that will help students move through developmental English and Reading and complete their first college-level English course within one semester!  The program plan will be called LEAP-Literacy Education in an Accelerated Pathway.  Thank you for your hard work.  I have to also note that this project was one of our first innovation funds projects here at LCCC with the launch of that new program last fall.  We have also had some good work happening within our mathematics curriculum.  I want to specifically recognize Dean McIntire for his continued leadership in helping us discover new approaches to the design of our mathematics curriculum to help students succeed.  This past summer, he and other math faculty began the process of guiding LCCC through the implementation of Carnegie's Statway program, which is designed as a one academic year course that allows students to simultaneously complete their developmental mathematics requirements and receive college mathematics credit in statistics. The course concentrates on statistical content with requisite algebraic concepts taught and applied in the context of statistics.There is so much more and I just don’t have the time to cover them this morning.  But I do want to recognize the work done by our General Education Committee last year in helping the college re-examine, and ultimately redesign the LCCC General Education program.  The new program is focused on student learning outcomes with the very design aligned directly with the LCCC institutional competencies – those competencies we expect all of our graduates to posses.  This work was expertly guided by Ann Shelby, and a committee comprised of Crystal Stratton, Jeff Shmidl, Paula Badgett, Luanne Gearhart, Jeri Griego, John Sanford, with significant assistance from Terry Harper, Melissa McAllister, Kari Brown-Herbst, and Rebecca Reese.  Finally, I want to recognize the early work of a few that have helped us begin crafting strategic, need-based financial aid programs here at LCCC.  Our Director of Financial Aid, Julie Wilson has helped us leverage technology to implement the good work of a scholarship task force, that included the Board of Trustees Chair, Carol Merrell, Sher Warren, and others, to identify and place financial assistance to first-generation, at-risk students who had unmet financial need while attending college this past year.  I look forward to seeing this great work continue this year.  



Goal #2: Student Transitions 
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Our second goal in the strategic plan places emphasis on helping our students more successfully navigate transitions – transitions from high school to college, from LCCC to a university, or from LCCC into the workplace.  This goal also includes numerous strategies, and again, we made some great progress this past year.  This graph tells just part of that story.  As you saw in our performance report, we track the percent of our students who are enrolled in transfer programs and complete a significant number of college credits with us before successfully transferring to a four-year institution – we call this the matriculation rate.  Last year we had the highest matriculation rate of our transfer students over the past five years, exceeding 30%.  



Goal #2: Student Transitions 

Strategies 
• Expand early-college engagement of high 

school students 
– Example: LCSD#2 CTE (Career and Technical Education) 

Courses 
• Align and articulate AA and AS degree 

programs with universities 
– Example: Business and General Education 

• Expand relationships with business and 
industry partners 
– Example: Process Technology Program 
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And here are a few examples of our early success in implementing specific strategies.  We have a strategy to engage our high school partners to provide more opportunities for early-college participation.  Over the past year, Dave Curry, Maryellen Tast, and our Welding Faculty Sam Graham have been working closely with Laramie County School District #2 to expand the opportunities for high school students in Eastern Laramie County to participate in career and technical education college-level courses.  Starting this fall, we will be offering two courses - Welding Safety and Blue Print Reading on site with District #2.  These will be the first in the plan to offer an entire certificate to high school students in Eastern Laramie County.  We are also working more closely with our university partners to make the transfer process for our students more seamless.  In fact, I believe I can share that LCCC is leading the state in this work.  Early on, building off of their work establishing clear academic pathways in Business Administration and Finance, Jeff Shmidl took on the work of writing and proposing our first program articulation agreements with UW – for Business as well as for General Education.  While we don’t have them inked yet, at a state-wide transfer meeting involving numerous individuals from UW, as well as the other community colleges, there was a point in the meeting when UW representatives said they wanted formal articulation agreements with the community colleges for their largest transfer programs, and they held up Jeff’s work as the model for where to start.  Thank you, Jeff. Our work in this area has also brought awards and recognition to the College.  I want to publically recognize Dave Curry for his work with the state’s refineries in the development of our Process Technology Program.  Dave was recently recognized as part of a team receiving the 2014 Wyoming Workforce Development Partnership Award for his role in partnering with business to develop this program.  And what a success – in the first year the program graduated 33 of its 34 students this past year with an over 80% job placement rate for the first cohort. 



Goal #3: Capacity to Thrive 

Strategies 
• Strengthen the culture of continuous 

improvement through new processes 
– Example: Program Review Process 

• Implement a Center for Teaching and 
Learning for faculty development 
– Example: New Faculty Learning (NFL) Experience 

• Focus on employee recruitment, retention, 
development and performance 
– Example: New Employee Orientation  
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We shift more internally for third goal in the strategic plan.  This goal focuses on establishing a culture and organization that is designed to thrive today and in the future. This goal’s strategies include strengthening the culture of continuous improvement at LCCC through the development or redesign of new processes.  And while this is perhaps a bit early, I am very excited to see the work of Kim Bender and the Institutional Effectiveness Division in developing significant aspects of our continuous improvement model.  Early this year many of you will be able to work with a newly revamped academic program review process, a system for setting and conducting assessment plans, and using technology to track and monitor progress on operational and strategic plans.  Kim has been putting in long hours to ensure the infrastructure is in place to launch these new and developing processes.  Another strategy I am very proud of is our Center for Teaching and Learning.  What began as a simple idea, has grown already into what will be a foundational element of how develop our faculty.  Just in the past year the Center delivered the first, year-long NFL project in which 10 new faculty members participated in conversations about teaching, found and practiced new ideas in their classrooms on the heels of observing veteran faculty, and began the development of their LCCC portfolios.  The Center also scheduled of a wide range of professional development opportunities by tapping into the expertise on campus and celebrating the talents of the professionals at LCCC.  Last, the Center engaged in and helped refined our approach to the assessment of student learning by partnering with Academic Standards to establish processes and documentation to guide faculty.  While the center is blessed to have excellent instructional liaisons from each of our academic units, it is clear that two individuals truly provided the leadership for this effort – Melissa McAllister and Kari Brown-Herbst.  I am also proud to announce that Kari has been selected as our first permanent director of the Center for Teaching and Learning.  Congratulations Kari, and thank you.  Last, we have a variety of strategies focused on how we support our employees – from recruitment, retention, development and performance.  I want to take the opportunity to share one early success in this area.  It comes from the hard work of Jenny Hargett and others who have helped develop the LCCC new employee orientation program.  Of course only our newest employees, those hired since last August, have had the opportunity to experience this part of their early engagement at LCCC, but fortunately Jenny has developed a program focused on outcomes and evidence, and we have some from the new employee’s perspective.  
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With a sample of 49 new employees, it is clear that they find the orientation program a good one.  Thanks Jenny.  



Goal #4: Transformed College 
Strategies 
• Complete the Building Forward plan 

– Example: Student Center and Flex Tech 
• Build the capacity to maintain a more 

attractive exterior infrastructure and 
landscape on campus 
– Example: Grounds Improvements 

• Remodel/renovate/expand existing campus 
facilities and infrastructure  
– Example: Gateway Projects 
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Our last goal in the strategic plan is to transform the College’s physical environment.  This entire goal area and its accompanying strategies have seen great progress over the past two years.  You can also tell that this is where so much of our Foundation’s efforts have been placed.  It is very impressive to think of how far we have come in just a year.   We passed a $25 million dollar bond election by nearly a 20% margin and also worked successfully with our legislative delegation to secure an additional $18 million for our first two projects – the Student Services and University Center and our Flex Tech Building.  Both projects are slated to break ground with the first thaw in the new year.  Thank you to our entire Foundation Board and staff, the great folks in PR who helped build the campaign, and all of you that played a roll in getting us to this point. We are also focusing on our grounds work, and I can say it is looking nice.  If you haven’t met our new head of grounds, let me introduce you to Rick Evelo.  Rick has only been here a short time, and has been short staffed for most of it, but I have been impressed with his energy, vision, and commitment to making our campus grounds look impressive.  I heard the other day that our soccer fields are the best they have ever been, much to do with Rick’s knowledge and talents.  Last, you have likely seen our project in progress at our campus gateways.  These are slated to be substantially completed this fall semester, but already I have heard positive comments from both on and off campus about how these entrances are changing the way people feel about and navigate our campus.  



Making the Ascent 
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I want to wrap up my comments now.  Some of you may be wondering what the title of this presentation and its theme have to do with anything I have spoken about.  At least I hope that has crossed your minds.  Now I am not a mountain or rock climber, but I know a few quite well.  How many of you mountain or rock climb?  You can probably connect with this then.  One of the things that every mountain climber or rock climber can recall and reminisce about is their first climb.  They all remember it.  And I suppose that could be the case for just about anything that ignites our passion when we succeed at it – for people who run marathons, compete in triathlons, ride bikes, race cars, write a novel, compose music, and so on. If you dig deeper and talk with these folks, you will probably learn that during their first time, the work they had to do to prepare – planning, diets, exercise, research – was arduous and perhaps a bit clumsy.  Not always enjoyable, and I would wager their resolve around completing this task waivered from time to time.  But then you get to this critical point.  The point where you see the top, the summit, or the finish line.  It is still work, but you get that energy to push through those last moments.  In many ways I liken our journey over the past couple of years to this same process.  The first big climb.  Our preparation wasn’t perfect, and at times it certainly may not have been enjoyable.  But we are at that point where the summit is in sight.  As I have pointed out, we are already seeing some of the positive outcomes from our efforts.  If we keep pushing through this last effort, we will succeed.  More importantly, and like those who successfully complete their first climb, that success fuels a fire within to tackle the next next mountain, the next race, the next project.  And like those individuals, I believe our planning and preparation will improve, and success will come more quickly and perhaps a bit easier.  



Mission Statement 

 
The Mission of LCCC is to  

transform our students’ lives through 
the power of inspired learning. 
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Thank you all for your commitment to this institution, our students and our community.  Have a great year.  
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